Reschedules
All CVRSA teams are to play their games as scheduled unless one or more of the following criteria are met.
Reschedules for any other reason than those listed below will result in a CVRSA cancellation penalty.




Rainout, unsafe/unplayable field, or referee mandated postponements
Unanticipated mandatory school or religious activities which result in a team being substantially
unavailable
Unanticipated extraordinary circumstances

Associations are requested to avoid game rescheduling games. Additionally, coaches are not permitted to
make “outside arrangements” among themselves to reschedule CVRSA games (e.g. if a team's coach cannot
attend a game, the coach shall find a substitute and play the game as scheduled).
All cancellations are to be rescheduled, and all efforts must be taken to ensure that the cancelled game is
rescheduled during the CVRSA season. Forfeits are not acceptable and will result in a CVRSA cancellation
penalty of $100 per occurrence to the at fault team's association.

Weather Related Cancellation & Reschedule Procedure
Games may be cancelled for weather related conditions that result in field closure by the home association.
There is typically no fine associated with this process.
1. If possible, a play/no-play decision shall be made by the field contact of each association prior to 7:00
AM Saturday (or Sunday for makeup days) for their home field sites.
2. Each home association’s field contact or designated representative is responsible for notifying the
CVRSA scheduler via email at cvrsa@outlook.com of any field closure status for their home field sites
at least 2 hours prior to their first scheduled game so that the CVRSA website can be updated.
3. Each association’s field contact is responsible for notifying the BRSO referee scheduler at least 2 hours
prior to their first scheduled game of the status of their home field sites involving CVRSA team play.
BRSO must be notified of the postponed games so that referees are aware of the status of each
association’s fields.
BRSO Contact: John Lesniak, 434-426-5749 (if no answer, Mort Sajadian, 434-426-1888 or
434-851-5221)
4. Each association’s field contact or designated representative is responsible for any additional
(association specific) cancellation processes (posting cancellations for their home field sites only,
placing messages on their association’s Cancellation Hotline number, etc.).
CVRSA Weather Hotlines






Amherst Co.: 434-946-9371 (after 7:30 AM Sat.) info on Amherst Co. fields only
Altavista YMCA: 434-324-3001 (after 8:00 AM Sat.) info on Altavista YMCA fields only
Bedford Co. Rec.: 540-586-7775 (after 7:30 AM Sat.) info on Bedford Co. fields only
Boonsboro Ruritan: 434-384-5591 (after 7:30 AM Sat.) info on Boonsboro fields only
Campbell Co. Rec.: 434-332-9682 (after 7:30 AM Sat.) info on Campbell Co. fields only
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CVU: 434-846-6544 (after 7:00 AM Sat.) info on CVU fields only
FYAA: 434-525-6866x1 (after 7:00 AM Sat.) info on FYAA fields only

5. Games will be rescheduled and available on the CVRSA website within 72 hours following the
guidelines below. Note that if the reschedule Sunday happens to fall on a CVRSA bye weekend, the
following Sunday will be used.
U10:

U12 & U15:

First Saturday game at venue: make-up is Sunday, 8 days later, at 1:30 PM
Second Saturday game at venue: make-up is Sunday, 8 days later, at 2:45 PM
Third Saturday game at venue: make-up is Sunday, 8 days later, at 4:00 PM
First Saturday game at venue: make-up is Sunday, 8 days later, at 1:30 PM
Second Saturday game at venue: make-up is Sunday, 8 days later, at 3:00 PM
Third Saturday game at venue: make-up is Sunday, 8 days later, at 4:30 PM

General Cancellation & Reschedule Procedure
All general reschedule requests will result in a CVRSA cancellation penalty of $20 per occurrence issued to the
at fault association. This penalty will be waived for simple field changes within the same venue or a reasonable
time shift within the same day. Additionally, abuse of this process may result in additional punitive measures
being taken against the team's association.
1. If cancellation is absolutely unavoidable, the coach must contact his/her CVRSA Representative a
minimum of 96 hours in advance of the game (e.g. Tuesday for a Saturday game). The CVRSA relies
upon the discretion of their designated representatives to police to general process, and a list of current
CVRSA representatives is maintained on the CVRSA website (www.cvrsa.org).
2. The CVRSA Representative of the team requesting the cancellation shall then contact the opposing
team’s CVRSA Representative and the CVRSA scheduler (via email at cvrsa@outlook.com) a
minimum of 72 hours in advance of the game (e.g. Wednesday for a Saturday game). It is the
responsibility of each CVRSA Representative to confirm the cancellations with their own team’s
coaches.
3. The BRSO referee assignor, requesting CVRSA Representative, opposing CVRSA Representative and
others will be notified via email by the scheduling system when the game is cancelled and rescheduled.
BRSO Contact: John Lesniak, 434-426-5749 (if no answer, Mort Sajadian, 434-426-1888 or
434-851-5221)
4. It is then the responsibility of the CVRSA Representative on whose home field the game was scheduled
to contact the opposing CVRSA Representative to make arrangements to reschedule the game.
Arrangements must be agreed upon within 72 hours of the originally scheduled game. The make-up
game may be scheduled on either association’s home field as mutually agreeable between the
associations and the referee assignor in order to ensure that a suitable field is available and that
referees are available, if possible.
5. It is also the responsibility of the association on whose home field the game was scheduled to contact
the CVRSA scheduler via email at cvrsa@outlook.com within 72 hours of the originally scheduled game
to ensure that the public schedules are updated on the website. The message should include the
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CVRSA assigned game number, new game date, new game time and new game location. When the
online schedule is updated, each association's contacts, the home association’s field coordinator and
the home association’s assignor are notified via email of the reschedule information.
6. Due to the complexities of the CVRSA schedule, failure to follow this process may result in no referees
for the rescheduled game plus the home association being charged additional referee fees for the
originally scheduled game.
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